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vague and general. A particular concrete situation is at
•once more interesting to a pupil, and graduates for him
the difficulty of collecting and sifting ideas.
In the suggestive lists given above the topics might,
as a rule, be given a more precise aim, e.g., * the
making of a gardenJ under heading 1 might be
expanded—* To explain to a friend for his guidance
how you plotted out your garden for different kinds of
plants.'
' The river', under heading 2—f To describe what
you see from a boat in mid-stream looking up and down
stream and towards first one bank and then the other, '
-or, * To try to make clear to a friend who has never seen
a river what the river near your school is like.5
 *	The game of hockey ', under heading 3—•' To explain
to a boy who can play football but has  never  played
hockey how hockey is played.'
 *	The better working of the school co-operative club ',
heading 4, may be sufficiently definite as it stands.    A
special turn may be given  to the theme by  suggesting
that it is to be an answer to an opponent who thinks the
club is no use.
 *	A description  of  a balance', heading  5—add * To
one who has never seen a balance ', or ' To one who is
acquainted with balances but has not seen the balance
to be described.'
The same topic can be treated by different pupils from
•different points of view, or by the same pupils now from
one point of view, now from another, e.g., c The way
from the school to the railway station * may be treated
as a direction to a complete stranger, or to one who
knows the town but has forgotten the exact way to the
station, or as information about interesting places on the
route, or as a discussion of alternative ways through or
outside the town ; or again as a direction given to a child
or to an educated adult.
(c) Different pupils, or pupil groups, may co-operate
by taking different parts or aspects of the same topic,
e.g., £ the construction of a stool1 (made by pupils of
the carpentry class): one section may mention and enu-
merate the uses of the tools employed, another the plan-
ning of the stool; a third the actual process of making

